Real-time Data Leads To
Critical Decision Making
A vehicle ﬂeet tracking system helps
commercial, industrial, and logistics
businesses promote productivity and
generate cost savings by preventing
losses, identifying supply chain
bottlenecks, and enabling process
automation.

Challenges That Impact
Productivity
•

Lack of visibility on vehicles
or drivers

•

No records of drivers’ driving
patterns

•

Insuﬃcient driver’s details

•

Fuel consumption fraud

•

Absence of emergency response
system

•

Fragmented data in multiple
operation systems

•

Manual report handling for
accidents

SOLUTION BRIEF

TM One Fleet Management System
A digital-based transportation management platform for your logistics needs

With TM One Fleet Management System (FMS), all company-owned vehicles can be satellite-tracked
and their real-time location can be viewed through a web portal or mobile app. The ﬂeet operation team
can track and monitor the vehicle’s activities and drivers’ driving patterns in real-time, and supervise the
vehicle condition and fuel consumption, over a single dashboard. Having a centralised system will boost
eﬃciency and productivity of the operations team, and at the same time ensuring the safety of their
ﬂeet vehicles and drivers
The mobile version of TM One FMS provides access to the drivers, to assist them with better routes or
when there are road emergencies. Drivers will be able to view advisory information on how to improve
their overall performance through the mobile app. The system supports scalability and is hosted on
TM One Cloud α (pronounced Cloud Alpha), ensuring stability and security are uncompromised.

Ensure responsible and
on-time delivery.

Reduce fuel consumption
by minimising oﬀ-track
incidents.

The Power of

TM One
FMS

Lower operational costs
through centralised
management.

Improve driver safety
with the help of a
telematics system.

Equipped with a preventive
plan to reduce maintenance
costs.
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Be constantly and instantly
aware of trucks’ routes and
drivers’ behavior.

Condition and
Maintenance
Geo-fencing
Geographical boundaries
setting to monitor vehicles
that are moving out from
assigned routes.

Vehicle maintenance
checks and updates to
ensure safety and top
performance.

Trip History
Generate and view reports
of each completed trip including
distance, duration, driver on duty
and estimated fuel consumption.

Smart-fuel Management
Optimise fuel consumption by
receiving alerts on fuel level and
usage breakdown based on
data analysis.

Real-time Tracking
Instant visibility of
vehicle whereabouts.
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Why do you need
TM One FMS?
Streamline Operations with
Real-time Data
Valuable data and insights are
accessible via a dashboard to
view ﬂeet performance and
identify areas of concern that
require critical real-time
response.

Increase Vehicle Lifespan
Regular and on-time vehicle
maintenance are essential to
keep your ﬂeet productive and
safe for longer. Preventive
maintenance schedules can be
automated and alerted based on
time, mileage, and hours of use.

Track Your Vehicles
and Drivers in
Real-time

Maintain Communication
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Speed Limit Alert

Automatic Crash
Alert and Accident
Reconstruction

Real-time alert to ﬂeet
managers on violations
of speed limits.

Drivers Management
Assess driver’s proﬁle, trip
and mileage, vehicle assigned
and trip attendance.



Traﬃc Violation Scoring
Assess and keep count of traﬃc
violations such as acceleration,
braking, cornering, speed violation
and driving fatigue.

Crash impact detection of
2G force and above with
instant alert to operators,
automated reporting on
crash reconstruction.

Managing ﬂeet across a wide
geographical area requires
telematics system and GPS
tracker to maintain constant
communication with drivers in
ensuring driver and goods safety.

Increase Customer
Satisfaction
TM One FMS provides real time
update and troubleshoot any
issues or delays, and customers
can view estimated times of
arrival via GPS tracking data.

Fleet management is a critical element in logistics, bringing great impact in creating a smooth supply
chain for organisations regardless of industry. In a digital economy, you need to ensure a streamlined
operations, reduced operation costs, optimum asset utilisation while ensuring customer satisfaction.
TM One FMS is a powerful tool to help you achieve all that.
To learn more about TM One FMS, please contact your TM One representative or TM One business
partner, or visit our website:
https://www.tmone.com.my/solutions/smart-services/

About TM One
TM One, the business-to-business arm of Telekom Malaysia Berhad (TM), empowers enterprises and
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the public sector to challenge the status quo and creatively disrupt various industries with the latest
digital technologies and solutions across cloud, connectivity, cybersecurity, and smart services.
For further information on TM One, visit www.tmone.com.my
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